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THE COURIER.
in their employ.
little sketch called "A Belated
Cwivention" by Lucy Garrison Green
is written from an entirely different
standpoint, and with unclouded com- prehension and humor. It is here- with reproduce:!:
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The review of Hall Caine's, Christian long ago insisted that The Scarlet
in the last Atlantic aealn reminds us Letter should be removed from tli3
that fame, until sljegels out of short school library on the ground that it
dresses, is a very hoydenish and un- - was inimoral. A member of the school
accountable divinity. The author of board assayed to debate the question,
the review aforesaid deviseth thus: "Nobody," he said, "has ever sug-doif a novelist chooses to write about gested that it was objectionable
vice as a fashion of contemporary fore." "Well," she answered, "it is to
manners, we feel that Grylle is Grylle, me. I've read it three or rour times. and may write as he pleases; but when It is evidently high time that we take
3ir. Hall Caine takes advantage of into account the purpose and con-e- r
the sacred name of Christian in order sciousness with which an author
writes, and the native or national in- to attract decent neonle. and in tlia
"
same natrcs describes vice infrequent stinctsof delicacy governinghis mind,
repetition of similar scenes, wo think as well as the effect produced upon the
he must be held to be liming his twig individual reader's mind. Totheun- tj catch at the same time a different pure few things are pure.
class of readers." That anybody who
There is small' question that Tol- knows Hall Caine, or has read a dozen stoy is one o'f the great intellects of
pages of his Christian can honestly this century, perhaps, indeed, unsur- suspect that this author is capable of passed by any. His Xapoleon's Cam- making a bid for readers and notoriety paign In Russia furnishes alone suffic- through pandering to salacity, is bard ient proof. Questions of relative
u realize. A dozen vearsfrnm nowit'sunerority in intelligence, or prepon- will all be different. Not. so long ago derance of brains, are hard to settle:
as that it was not uncommon to see It is far easier to measure differences
or hear Tolstoy denounced as an im- - of the other soft of development and
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mean the renunciation which He and
his followers practiced and insisted
on. But Tolstoy says, Christ did not
bid the rich roan sell all that he had
and give to the poor and only after
that come and;followHim,for the sake
of the rich man's money, or for the
sake of the poor to whom it would
have been a fleeting pittance, but for
the sake of the ricli man. Since the
rich man did not find it a joy to do
this, thecal! was not for him. There
was ho "duty'" about it; it was a
privilege he could not rise to. If he
had done it reluctantly and resist- ingly it were better left undone. The
notion has been too common that this
thing was demanded for sacrifice, for
discipline, as a test which, submitted
to, would give the one suffering it
exaltation because he had acted a
heroic part. The Sermon on the
Mount is pitched to a higher key.
Tolstoy believes that Christ would
have declared it better to keep one's
substance than throw it away for the
sake of conscious merit to be acquired
thereby. And the general spiritual
sense of the age would, I imagine, indorse that view.
That Tolstoy has done, snirituallv
speaking.thls very act of renunciation,
with joy, without regrets, or posing as
the world's great martyr for Christ's
sake, is I suppose the disturbing circumstance in the disputations of
the day. He upsets the equanimity
of those who, by great tribulation,
have" come to the comforting conclusion that they are great in the kingdom of heaven. Tolstoy claims no
merit for renouncing his
privileges, for making himself of no
reputation, and treating the drosky-drivas his friend and equal not less
than the Sybaritic patricians of Moscow and the court. He feels it merely
fitting that men who keep the higher
company lie keeps should do such
tilings. He makes no pretensions to
mystic raptures or other transcendental emoluments of saintship, yet enjoys a satisfaction and serenity of soul
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